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imagine, though, that the situation
could have turned out less happily.
What other sticky ethical situations have you encountered while
collecting? How do you deal with
them?
±
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On Our Cover
Crown (?), Uwe Breker collection

A

round New Year’s I had the
pleasure of visiting top collector
Tony Casillo on Long Island.
Tony invited me to write my name
on his Hamilton Automatic:

It may not look very fancy, but consider the precision of the engineering
that went into this 1880s typewriter
and still allows us to use it today—
and the ink is still fresh! Note, too,
that the “I” takes up less width than
the other letters. The Automatic is a
proportional writer.
Later this year we’ll be publishing
an article about the Automatic, and
we’ll get some glimpses of its workings.
±
Among other treats, Tony also
showed me his Postal no. 7, a radical
variant on the original design. Very
few of these were made—but one of
them showed up on eBay just a couple
of weeks after my visit. What else do
you predict will surface in this year’s
typewriter market?
±
Another topic for discussion: the
ethics of collecting.
A teenage ETCetera subscriber was
recently ofered a bronze Fay-Sholes
as a gift from a friend. Our subscriber was surprised when I told him how
desirable and valuable these are considered to be. What should he do?
He did the right thing—told his
friend the market value—and everything turned out ine. His friend,
who was well of, insisted on giving
him the typewriter anyway. We can
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Some of our subscribers may wonder about the name “Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association,” when our
last issue featured a 1950s portable on
its cover. What counts as early anymore? Are all typewriters considered
“early,” since they are all obsolete? But
some, even some manual typewriters,
are still being made today …
I myself am open to being surprised and intrigued by writing machines made any year from 1714 to
2010. However, readers who are particularly interested in the traditional
focus of our hobby—19th-century inventions—should enjoy the magazine
this year. In addition to the wonderful machine on the cover of this issue,
I plan to publish articles about the
Automatic (as I mentioned), the Typograph, and the Sholes & Glidden.
±
I would like to thank Fransu
Marín for volunteering to translate
ETCetera for our Spanish-speaking
readers, and Norbert Schwarz for his
continued excellent work producing
the German translation. It’s good to
have an international readership for
this journal. Is anyone interested in
creating another foreign-language
version?
±
The photo at left of a “nerd typewriter collector” with his Smith Premier was ofered on eBay. I have to
admit he looks pretty nerdy—but
then, so do I. Thank you, typewriter
collecting nerds of the world, past
and present, for preserving the great
writing machines for the future.

The Mysterious “Crown” (??)
by Uwe H. Breker & Jürgen Berndt

W

e would like to take this opportunity to acquaint ETCA members with one of the most fascinating
writing machines to have appeared
in many years. Now that restoration
is complete and research is underway,
several similarities have become apparent between the machine sold by

Auction Team Breker in May 2009 and Manufacturing Co. of Albany, N.Y. inU.S. patent #365,372 iled by Alexander troduced a typewriter in 1887 whose
G. Donnelly of New York, described “operating and printing mechanism was
in the literature by Ernst Martin and enclosed in a circular shaped box, the
Michael Adler, which was supposedly typebars standing upright and strikmarketed as the Crown.
ing down onto the platen below. The
[According to the 1923 Typewriter typebars were peculiarly shaped. The
Topics history, the Crown Typewriter keyboard was arranged in a circle on
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Single-piece cast segment

Key lever – bone-form linkage – typebar

Striking hammer and ribbon slots

Clamping jig for striking hammer

top of the enclosing box and while requiring some training to operate was
rather slow. Very interesting is the fact
that a word counter was built into the
Crown, the irst and only ever to contain such a device integrally. It retailed
at $20.”]
The construction and complexity
of the “Crown” are impressive, surpassing the usual standards of manu-
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facturing found in writing machines
produced during the last decades of
the 19th century.
The circular two-row glass-topped
keyboard functions as an ingenious,
highly individual housing for the keys
and typebars, which are connected by
bone-form linkages. The typebars and
linkages are supported and laterally
guided by a single, complex and preci-

sion-inished steel casting.
The carriage drive and spring-loaded hammer (which hits the paper from
below against the type) are also driven
via the type levers, necessitating a sturdy construction capable of resisting
dislocation and breakage under pressure. Cut-outs in the paper table seem
intended for a ribbon; the type would
hit the back of the paper against the

Bolt in position for lowercase letters

Bolt in position for uppercase letters
Two views of the escapement teeth
ribbon as the ribbon was struck from
below by the hammer. (This would require non-reversed type, instead of mirror-reversed type as in a conventional
typewriter.) But in this model, an ink
pad and mirror-reversed type are used;
the types are inked while at rest, and
strike the front of the paper. Switching
to lower case is accomplished via a bolt
located in the center of the segment,

which changes the type just before the
hammer is activated, in the same way
as in the Elliot Fisher design. A typebar lock is activated automatically at
the end of each line.
In addition to the lack of a serial
number, several unused screw holes for
a carriage drive which was never provided suggest that this machine was
built as a prototype only, but it was

inished with an extraordinary level of
precision quite atypical of the oice
machine industry in this period.
We are excited to ind out whether
further investigations will be able to
uncover the actual inventor and manufacturer of this impressive machine.
We will keep you informed… ±
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Ephemera

O

n a cold day in January, 1917, Louis
Caulield, a 16-year-old employee of
he Model Typewriter Inspection Co., lugs
a heavy Remington #6 Typewriter across the
icy, snowy walks of Boston Common.1 While
portage by individual workers was the most
common means of moving single examples of
their products, the manufacturers and retail
distributors of typewriters moved multiples
of their products using several other methods.
he irms faced their weighty distribution
challenges early and innovatively, just as we
have seen in their use of premiums and other
advertising techniques to develop their market.  Photographs, etchings, advertisements,
stenographic magazines, manufacturer’s house
publications, and trade catalogs are forms of
ephemera that give us an historical glimpse
into the ways that the typewriter businesses
moved iron.

One solution was to carry a few typewriters over signiicant distances via a single beast
of burden, as is found in this 1910 photograph
of a burro transporting Torpedo #4 typewriters in Mexico.4
However, during the late 19th century and
. he photographer was Lewis Wickes Hine (874940). Source is the Library of Congress #: LOT
7480, v. 3, no. 464[P&P] -- Library of Congress
Digitized Historical Collections: National Child
Labor Committee Photographs.
. For example, see the discussions of premiums (ETCetera No. 83, September, 008, pp. 4-5) and die
cuts (ETCetera No. 85, March 009, pp. -3).
3. Great assistance in preparing this column was
provided by Bert Kerschbaumer. Others who
contributed importantly are Travis Hamric, Martin
Howard, Ed Neuert, Herman Price, Don Sutherland, and Cornelia Weil. I very much appreciate all
their ideas and the materials they provided.
4. Schreibmaschinen Zeitung [Hamburg], June 5,
90. Bert Kerschbaumer Collection.
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by Peter Weil

the irst decade of the next, bulk shipments
of typewriters were carried primarily by animal-pulled carts and wagons. At the time in
English-speaking countries, they were called
“trucks.” he ephemera record of typewriter
transport is biased by the limited occasions
that manufacturers and retail distributors
thought worthwhile to document through
photographs and advertising. For example, in
1905, the Underwood Typewriter company
sold 61 machines, mostly #5’s, to the Gem
City Business College in the southern Illinois
town of Quincy. For Underwood and other

American manufacturers, such
oten-discounted sales represented an important investment
in future sales to students and,
later, their employees. As such,
the delivery of so many machines
to a single business school was a
source of much competition and
accomplishment that, as here,
was commemorated in a photograph.5
Other large orders of their
wares and the related large wagons carrying them were similarly documented by typewriter
companies and brought to the
attention of publications that
touted the accomplishments of
the industry. hese two images
will serve to illustrate this strategy. he irst shows 11 Noiseless Model  Typewriters being
loaded in December 1915, onto
a ”truck” at the New York City
headquarters of the company.
All machines were to be taken to
the ship for transport to the customer, Auden Koren, a Noiseless
distributor in Norway.6 he second example is this photograph
5. Author’s collection.
6. Typewriter Topics, December, 96.
Bert Kerschbaumer Collection.

(above) of a horse-drawn panel wagon delivering 5 Smith Premier #10 typewriters to the
Parisian oices of the French State Railroad
Administration.7
Images of typewriters being shipped by carts and
wagons were also made to
commemorate other kinds
of events, including disasters
and the caring responses by
companies to them. Ater
the decimating earthquake
7. La Revue Dactylographique, January, 93. Bert Kerschbaumer
Collection.

of April 1906 in San Francisco, this photograph of a cart illed with Oliver # typewriters was made by a local branch of the company
to show how it tried to resupply businesses that
had lost their machines (p. 6, bottom right). 
During the irst two decades of the 0th
century, mechanized vehicles gradually replaced wagons and carts. his 1900 photograph taken in New York City (above) shows a
tiller-steered panel van “self-propelled” by an
electric motor.9 his “delivery wagon”10 was
used by the United Typewriter Co., a local
distributor of the New Century Caligraph,
Yost, and Densmore machines, all products
of the Union Typewriter Co. During these
very early years of the new century, there were
strongly mixed perspectives in the U.S. on the
value of mechanized vehicles. his was the
case especially for electric vehicles because of
8. Oliver Bulletin, August 0, 906, p. 769. Ed Neuert
Collection.
9. Schreibmaschinen Zeitung [Hamburg], August 5,
900. Bert Kerschbaumer Collection.
0. he electric delivery wagon, a Columbia Mark X
or Mark XI, was produced by the Electric Vehicle
Company of New York, a consortium formed
around the Pope Manufacturing Co., makers of
Columbia-branded bicycles and, serendipitously
for this article, he World (Index) Typewriter. See
www.earlyelectric.com/carcompanies.html and
third photograph and caption on the irst page of
www.usps.com/postalhistory/_pdf/ElectricVehicles.pdf.

their weak batteries and slow speed. On the
other hand, both reciprocating piston engines
and electric motors were seen as having great
cost-saving advantages, as opposed to the purchase and upkeep of horses.11 By 1900, an outstanding advantage of the electric vehicles had
become particularly important for typewriterrelated businesses in cities: the high torque of
their motors made it possible to carry many of
the heavy typewriters eiciently over short urban distances. Moreover, as the magazine that
published this image notes, such vehicles drew
attention, directing the public eye to look at
advertisements for the irms painted on the
sides.
he transition begun by such innovative
electric vehicles in the replacement of animaldraught wagons in the shipment of writing
machines is well represented in the lithograph
above from the cover of a 1914 company magazine for the Remington #10.1 A heavily loaded
horse-drawn dray is used by the New York ofice of the irm to distribute machines alongside two powerful (ca. 191) White Trucks.
As the manufacturers became more committed to mechanized trucks, we see greater use
of them in the irms’ advertising, symbolically
. For example, see “Automobile Topics of Interest,”
New York Times, August 0, 90, p. 5.
. Remington Notes, v. 3, no. 5, cover, May, 94.
Author’s collection.

linking the vehicles with the “modern,” upto-date qualities of their typewriter products
and the businesses that produced them. his
191 advertisement (below let) dramatically
visualizes the prodigious daily factory output
of about 5 Underwood #5 and related models stacked high on ive motor vehicles arrayed
in front of the factory in Hartford, CT.1 he
image below, similar in purpose, but much less
ambitious, shows a Zurst truck at the Olivetti
factory in Ivrea near Turin, ca. 190-1, being
loaded with crates of Model M0 machines
to be taken to the port for shipment to Egypt
and Argentina.14
Local retailers of typewriters, as we saw in
the 1900 image of the New York City distributor’s electric vehicle, usually needed smaller
delivery vehicles, and, ater the irst decade of
the 0th century, these were frequently trucks
powered by the by-then more dependable and
speedier internal combustion engines. Of
course, the classic truck of choice in the U.S.
during the teens was based on the Ford Model
T. Early on, by 1917, Ford began to make one
with a longer, sturdier frame which was called
the “TT,” and the buyer then ordered a body
from a separate supplier. For typewriter companies, this was oten in the form of a small
3. Schreibmaschinen Zeitung [Hamburg], April,
9. Bert Kerschbaumer Collection.
4. Bert Kerschbaumer Collection.
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poses beside his ca. 19-195 Chevrolet Utility Coupe, a car speciically marketed to salesmen. Note the horizontal hinged cover over
the back area, a space that carried the user’s
goods and that constituted a high proportion
of the volume of the vehicle.

delivery van. he photograph below of the
ive-vehicle leet of the United Typewriter
Co., Ltd., the Toronto Underwood distributor, dates from ca. 1917-190. he majority are
Ford TT Truck models.15

were being utilized. One illustration of this
trend is presented on this trade catalog for a
19 Corona. A Corona Portable is shown
being delivered via parcel post by a U.S. Mail
postman from his motorcycle with a sidecar.1

A diferent Ford truck, a Model T with a
pickup bed, is pictured here showing the delivery of a variety of typewriters (Monarch, Royal, and Underwood) to the Wyoming State
Legislature at about the same time as the previous image, in 1917, by the Cheyenne Stamp
and Novelty Co.16 he irm’s owner, Oscar
Stanield, proudly stands beside his truck to
commemorate the large sale.

By this third decade, images of the use of
automobiles related to sales and the delivery of
typewriters become more prevalent, indicating a greater emphasis on the mobility of sales
personnel to reach a wider range of individual
customers in the growing urban area. For example, here we see an Underwood Typewriter
salesman based in Baltimore in 197.19 He
Another small retailer, this one in Bloomington, Illinois, in a 19 photograph (right),
used a small truck customized to bring his
Royal and Remington typewriters directly to
the homes and businesses of his potential customers, oten making deliveries and sales right
at curbside.17
During the 190s, typewriter sales
boomed and, while small and large trucks
continued to be the primary means for delivering them to customers, other, newer vehicles
5. Martin Howard Collection.
6. Herman Price Collection. Soon ater the sale, the
company changed its name to “Stanield’s Oice
Outitters,” perhaps to better relect the typewriter
focus of the business.
7. he Automobile Industry, 93. Author’s collection.
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8. he New Corona, 93. Author’s collection. he
crated typewriter is a Corona Special, according to
the contents of the catalog, and the vehicle is most
likely based on the Indian Motorcycle Scout model
that oten was used by the U.S. Mail during this
period.
9. Original photograph in author’s collection.

Transportation innovation and excitement in the same decade were dominated by
the airplane and its promise for the future.
here is little evidence that the new technology was utilized to any signiicant extent by
typewriter irms. But a major, fabled exception
involved the Royal Typewriter Company and
the shipping and marketing of its multi-colored portables introduced in 196. By 199,
the portables sales manager, Ed Smith, wanted
a technique that would strongly communicate
that there was so much demand for the little
Royals that nothing but shipment by air could
meet the demand. To implement his concept,
he purchased a $75,000 Ford Tri-Motor airplane (among the largest known and successful designs), named it the “Royal Air Truck,”
illed it with 10 machines in their cases, and
had each parachuted all at once out over a ield
observed by the press. 0
No subsequent use of the Royal Air Truck
for shipping has been discovered, but the single use has held the imagination of typewriter
collectors for more than half a century. his
airplane and all the earlier means1 of commercially transporting writing machines enthrall all us machine-age lovin’, steam punkin’
typewriter collectors as we contemplate Movin’ Iron. ±
0. Royal Standard Magazine (50th Anniversary
Issue), 954, p . Author’s collection. For a more
complete discussion and two other photographs,
see Bruce Bliven’s 954 book, he Wonderful Writing Machine, pp.66-70; the book was sponsored
by Royal.
. Beyond those of a beast of burden, wagons and
carts, trucks, automobiles, and an airplane presented here, no images of trains and ships as primary
typewriter shipping methods were identiied.

Typewriters in Spain
by Alfredo Sirvent, Fransu Marín, and Richard Polt

T

he Spanish Patria was a licensed copy of the Swiss Patria, invented by Otto Haas (see ETCetera no. 80, p. 4) and produced in
Switzerland beginning in 1936. The streamlined body was designed by Max Bill in 1944. After the war, the Patria became
the basis of portable typewriters in a number of European countries (see page 11). The Spanish Patria was produced by Imperial
Española, S.A., in the town of Eibar, in the Spanish Basque province of Guipúzcoa. (A museum devoted to the rich industrial
history of Eibar opened there last year.) The typewriter came on the market around 1947. “Spanish and Swiss technology and
experience united have produced this gem of the mechanographic art for you,” states some early advertising. The Patria was recommended to “all those who need to bring work home, but do not wish to give their place of residence the sobriety of an oice.”
The Patria was distributed throughout Spain by Guillermo Trúniger, S.A., with a good deal of success. It was exported in small
quantities as early as 1950 (one Patria sold in Canada and marked “Eaton’s” may well be a Spanish product).

A plaque on a very early Patria (#9)
acknowledges the debt to “Machines Patria Zurich.”

Patria #S-1181 (Sirvent coll.) has round keys.
This early design is known as the model S.

The name “Patria” (fatherland) must have seemed ideal
for the conservative Spain of the Franco regime.
(Hechos y Dichos, May 19, courtesy of Fransu Marín)

A slightly later Patria
(#S1, Polt coll.) with
tombstone-shaped keys and cork
panels to dampen the noise.
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Around 1962, the typewriter was relabeled Amaya. By 1965 the company was going by a new name: Industrial Mecanográica or IMESA. In 1967 IMESA patented a design for a typewriter that would write on lat surfaces, similar to the Gritzner,
but we have no information that it was produced. The known history of the company’s products is a study in minor variations,
including diferent colors and styles of the body and reinements in the mechanism. For instance, the ribbon color control, originally located to the right of the printing point, was moved to the right side of the keyboard (Imperial Española received a patent
for the necessary linkage in 1960).

A two-tone Patria (#88, Sirvent coll.)

Amaya A-10 #A-0 (Sirvent coll.):
a wide-carriage model introduced in the early ’0s.

Amaya 8 #0988 (Sirvent coll.).
Typebar unjamming key at the upper right.

A 190s (?) brochure for the IM/9.
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This handsome machine (#00, Sirvent coll.)
incorporates a new Patria logo with wings.

A surprising recent addition to the Sirvent collection: an Amaya A-8 with a Cyrillic keyboard.

Amaya DeLuxe #0988 (Sirvent coll.).
Note the dial for ribbon color control.

An early Amaya with the old metal Patria body.
This model was advertised in 19-.

Florida #H9 (Polt coll.), plastic body, U.S.
keyboard. Possibly all Floridas were exported to
the U.S. This body style was advertised in 19.

Königer Eurographic (courtesy of Natalie Yager).
Perhaps the company’s response to the Olivetti
Valentine, sporting a Germanic name (notice the
emphatic Ö). This model was distributed, at least
in part, by the book club El Círculo de Lectores.
An Olivetti (or Hispano-Olivetti) of this period
has also been seen marked “Königer 980.”

Left: Pulsatta DeLuxe #10
(Sirvent coll.). Similar to the Amaya DeLuxe;
distributed in the 190s by SEDIC, S.A. This
scarce model is near the end for this successful
branch of the European Patria portable family. ±

The PATRIA Family
This family, also known as the Euro-Portables, has been researched
extensively by Will Davis. Some preliminary findings appeared in his
“Portables, ETCetera” column in our issue 64 (Dec. 2003), and further
research has appeared online on his Portable Typewriter Reference Site.

1930s
Patria
Japy

1940s

Oliver

1950s
Patria
Swissa

Byron

1960s

Japy Script
(sold as AMC in US)

Voss Privat

Amaya

1970s
Pulsatta

Japy Inter

Spain

France

Switzerland

Typewriters pictured from the Polt, Elster, and Furtig
collections.
¨
Otto Haas patent, 1934; Max Bill design, 1944; images thanks to Georg Sommeregger.

U.K.

West
Germany
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The BRENNAN Typewriter
. . . Whatever Became of It?
Given Australia didn’t start to make its own cars until 1948, it is hardly surprising the
country has little to be proud of in the way of a typewriter manufacturing history. Yet
ROBERT MESSENGER has happily unearthed an Australian typewriter inventor . . . of sorts.

W

hen, in June 19, Louis Brennan, the
Australian mechanical engineer who
invented the world’s irst guided missile, was
told the great American naval commander
Winield Scott Schley had come up with a
torpedo which would “forthwith render his
obsolete,” Brennan was utterly unfazed. He
had heard these sorts of stories before, Brennan gruly retorted, “on the average once
a month, and always on the best authority.”
And, he went on to stress, “somehow the new
torpedo itself never puts in an appearance.”
(In the case of the Schley missile, at least, it
seems Brennan was right.)
Brennan informed his close friend and
fellow Savage Club of London member, the
journalist and politician John Henniker Heaton, that he had more pressing matters on his
mind. He had found time away from developing his dirigible torpedo—for which the British Government had paid him a massive $11
million in today’s monetary terms—to return
to one of his earlier, major ambitions: to design and build a portable typewriter.
At that high point of a truly astonishing inventing career, nothing seemed beyond
Brennan’s imagination or his capabilities. After all, he was, as British naval historian Edwyn Gray was to come to describe him, “he
Wizard of Oz”.
he portable typewriter was an idea Brennan had been working on since he was still
at technical college in Melbourne, in 17.
While concentrating on his torpedo, however, he had been frustrated to learn that events
in the United States with regard to a writing
machine had overtaken him: not alone had
a practical typewriter been invented, but it
had gone into production at E. Remington
and Sons at Ilion in New York and was being
sold in various parts of the English-speaking
world.
Indeed, Brennan had even
worked on a Sholes and Glidden typewriter. In late 176,
he repaired one for his then
employer, Alexander Kennedy
Smith, one of the irst men to
import a typewriter into Australia.
Brennan was articled as an
apprentice at Kennedy Smith’s
foundry in Carlton, Mel-

1 / ETCetera No. 89 / March 010

bourne, when the Scottish-born engineer
shipped a Sholes and Glidden across the Pacific Ocean to the colony of Victoria. he typewriter was one of two Sholes and Gliddens
which arrived from San Francisco through
Honolulu, Suva, and Auckland aboard the
steamship the “City of Adelaide” on November 4, 176. One was for Messrs W. H. Masters and Company of Swanston Street, Melbourne. he other, for Kennedy Smith, had
been damaged during the turbulent voyage
and Kennedy Smith, already well aware of
Brennan’s rare skills with intricate then-new
technology, enlisted the young man’s help in
ixing the machine. At the time, Kennedy
Smith was mayor of Melbourne.
Kennedy Smith and Brennan were both
inclined to describe the Sholes and Glidden
as a “printing machine” as well as a “typewriter.” Even before being apprenticed to
Kennedy Smith, Brennan had started working on a wide range of contraptions, some in
collaboration with an English-born printer,

he Brennan torpedo

William Samuel Calvert. Calvert was also an
engraver and etcher who described himself
variously as an “electrotypist,” “ornamental
printer,” and lithographer. Brennan and Calvert became associated two years ater Brennan had enrolled as a technical student at Joel
Eade’s Collingwood School of Design and its
auxiliary, the Artisans’ School of Works, for
“rising operatives,” in 171. Brennan showed
some of his earliest eforts at a “juvenile” industrial exhibition in 17 and at about this
same time he conided his interest in inventing a writing machine to Calvert.
On June 9, 15, he Australasian
Sketcher, tracing these initial stages of Brennan’s brilliant career, wrote that Brennan “became intimate with Mr Calvert, to whom he
suggested many inventions for economising
labour, time and space …” Norman Tomlinson’s 190 biography Louis Brennan: Inventor Extraordinaire, says a portable typewriter
“was in Brennan’s mind in [those] very early
days, because he described it to Calvert … as ‘a
small printing machine that can be installed
on an oice desk; it’s quite portable, uses type
itted to keys of the alphabet and can be operated by a girl.’”
In has to be emphasised that during this
period of the early 170s, Brennan, based
in a country far distant in terms of travel
from and communications with Europe and
America, might sometimes have been thinking of machines which, in a few cases, had already been built, but the existence of which
he was completely unaware. Another biographer, Richard Ross, wrote in Walkabout magazine in June 1969 that Brennan “may seem
to have been an emulator, but if so he was an
unwitting one.” Tomlinson adds that “it was
possible that some ideas original to Brennan,
and original in the Australia of the 160s
and 170s, may well have appeared already
in similar form elsewhere, although this would not minimise Brennan’s own imaginative and practical abilities.”
As he had been by Kennedy Smith and Calvert, Brennan
was greatly encouraged and assisted in his Australian days by
the English-born engineer and
educationalist William Charles
Kernot. Kernot was the irst

qualiied engineer produced by Melbourne
University and the university’s irst professor
of engineering. His association with Brennan
began in 176.
In the latter part of that same year, Brennan became fully aware of what Christopher Latham Sholes and his colleagues had
achieved when he was asked by Kennedy
Smith to repair Kennedy Smith’s Sholes and
Glidden. At this point, it seems, Brennan put
aside his typewriter idea for the time being to
concentrate on work on his torpedo with Kernot and on a multitude of other inventions.
He was not to pick up his portable typewriter
plans again until the middle of 19, almost
1 years later. By that time, the Remington
typewriter had been joined in the market
place by other brands and styles. But a designated portable typewriter was still some years
away—four, if one includes the Blickensderfer 5, or almost 0 years if one insists on the
Standard Folding as the irst portable.
In an interview published in he Adelaide
Advertiser in 1907, Brennan outlined the discovery that led to his dirigible torpedo. It
happened while he was working in Kennedy
Smith’s workshops. “I stumbled upon a novel
mechanical paradox, namely, that it is possible to make a machine travel forward by pulling it backward.” Brennan went on to say that
“Accident is the mother of invention in 99
cases out of 100. A new principle is stumbled
upon, as in this instance, and presently comes
the idea of applying it to some certain thing
for which it would seem to be eminently and
specially suitable.”
It could well be speculated that when
Brennan took apart Kennedy Smith’s Sholes
and Glidden to repair it, he saw possibilities
for improving the typewriter and making it

much more compact—just as he had envisaged a torpedo while working with Kennedy
Smith’s planing machine.
Certainly, Brennan’s close ally, the journalist John (later Sir John) Henniker Heaton,
had suicient faith in Brennan’s abilities to
express in print his belief that the Australian
inventor could improve on the Remington, if
not all other existing typewriter models.
Heaton, born in England in 14, migrated to New South Wales in 164. He worked
as a journalist on the Cumberland Mercury
and the Goulburn Evening Penny Post and later joined the Sydney weekly Australian Town
and Country Journal. In 17, he married
Rose Bennett, whose father Samuel owned
a string of Australian newspapers. In 179
Heaton published a pioneer reference work,
Australian Dictionary of Dates and Men of the
Time. Heaton returned to England in 1
and from 16-1910 represented Canterbury as a Conservative in the British House
of Commons, being dubbed “the Member for
Australia” by the English press.
He was a staunch Australian nationalist
who, through Brennan, took every chance to
promote Australian innovation. Heaton also
pushed into existence penny-stamp mail between England and Australia and penny-aword telegrams. He represented Tasmania at
the 15 International Telegraphic Conference in Berlin and gave evidence to the 17
Colonial Conference in London. He won deductions in cable rates, brought international
telegrams within the reach of ordinary people, and enabled Australian newspapers to
give a fuller coverage of world news. Heaton
was a fellow of the Royal Colonial Institute
and the Royal Society of Literature.
According to the August 19 “Anglo-

Colonial Notes” written by Heaton, as London correspondent for several Australasian
newspapers, “experts consider [Brennan’s
portable typewriter] will create as great a stir
amongst inventors as the [Brennan] torpedo.”
Heaton had already reported in April of that
year that “the clever young Australian” had
“just patented a pocket type-writer which
promises great things”.
here were certainly enormously high
hopes for the Brennan typewriter. In early July 19, colonial newspapers published
glowing predictions contained in a Press
Association dispatch from London. “Louis
Brennan, whose torpedo has brought such
honour to Australia, is now busy perfecting
his new type-writer in London. here can be
no doubt that if the machine fulils the young
Antipodean’s expectations, it will entirely supersede the Remington, the Hammond, and
the Bar Lock [sic], which have so far been
found to be wanting in practicality.
“In the irst place, the Brennan type-writer will be smaller and lighter than the Remington, and yet contain a far larger number of
letters and symbols. he best Remington contains 7 symbols, whereas the Brennan will
have from 0 to 10. It will also be far easier
to work than any of the known machines, requiring less pressure of the ingers, and costs
only £10 or so.”
hese forecasts proved to be, of course,
grossly exaggerated. here is not even evidence Brennan did patent a typewriter, at
least not in 19.
Many of Brennan’s earliest, Australian inventions certainly were never patented. But
there are records of  patented Brennan inventions, ranging from his torpedo to a helicopter, his monorail, a gyro-car, a device for

Brennan’s gyroscopically balanced monorail in miniature, in reality, and in a fantasy of the “mid-twentieth century” (Munsey’s Magazine, 1907)
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motion pictures and a lit for stairs.
Melbourne military historian Michael
Kitson says in his 1999 manuscript he Brennan Torpedo, Monorail and Helicopter: A
Study Of Innovative Activity in the Process of
Forming hree Related Military Weapons that
Brennan had invented all of these things, as
well as his typewriter, by the mid-170s, “and
worked on them periodically” during the
next half a century. But he only returned to
some, such as the typewriter, in desperation,
when his investments in such developments
as the monorail had drastically dwindled his
once vast fortunes. Sadly, Kitson was forced
to conclude his methodically researched document with the statement, “Louis Brennan
received the award of CB (Civic) in 19, but
the reward he sought most, to be recognised
and remembered as one of the great inventors,
eluded him.”

tute in 1906 and a foundation member of the
National Academy of Ireland in 19.
While on a recuperative holiday in
Montreux, Switzerland, Brennan was
knocked down by a car on Boxing Day 191
and died three weeks later. He was buried in
London.

Louis Philip Brennan was born on January , 15, on Main Street, Castlebar,
County Mayo in Ireland, the son of a hardware merchant. One of his older brothers,
Patrick John Brennan, migrated to Australia aged 19 in 156 and taught in Melbourne.
Another, Michael George Brennan, worked
as a journalist with the Connaught Telegraph
and later became a caricaturist in Dublin and
a noted artist. By the time Brennan’s parents
decided to join their eldest son in Melbourne,
in 161, the nine-year-old Louis had already
developed a keen interest in diicult puzzles
and mechanical toys. On the long sea voyage
out to Australia, the workings of a shipment
of clocks had become seized up by salt air, and
to the delight of the importer, Louis was able
to get them ticking again. he boy’s interest
in “new technology” was further heightened,
when in 165, his father, homas, opened a
photography shop on King Street in Melbourne, later moving to Fitzroy.
In 17 Brennan was granted the then
extraordinarily vast sum of £110,000 for his
torpedo. he British Government justiied
the payment on the grounds that secret components of the Brennan device should not
fall into the hands of potential enemies. he
Brennan Torpedo became a standard harbor
defense throughout the British Empire and
was in use for more than 15 years.
Brennan developed his monorail at his
home and in 1910 it won the highest award
at the Japan-British Exhibition in London.
In 1919-6 he worked at the Royal Aircrat
Establishment, Farnborough, on the development of his helicopter, but it crashed on a trial
run in October 195. He was elected an honorary member of the Royal Engineers Insti-

So whatever became of the great man’s
typewriter? If this was to be a Brennan-designed machine which would so comfortably
outstrip Remington, Hammond and BarLock, how could it have possibly failed?
Brennan did return to his portable typewriter one more time—in July 19, almost
half a century ater the idea had irst come
to him as a 1-year-old technical college student in Melbourne. By the early 190s, Brennan had exhausted eforts to get the British
and Australian governments or the India Ofice to put substantial sums of money into his
monorail. His added problem was that, by
that time, the typewriter had been developed
almost to its ultimate stage. Corona (from
191), Underwood (from 1919) and Remington (from 191) had come to dominate
the portable typewriter market with small,
lightweight machines which were engineering gems.
Brennan needed to rethink his original ideas—and he came up with the “Brenagraph.” It was more a stenotype than a typewriter. British naval historian Edwyn Gray
devoted a chapter to Brennan, titled “he
Wizard of Oz,” in his 004 book 19th Century Torpedoes and heir Inventors. In it, Gray
described the Brennan “typewriter” thus”:
“[Brennan] also demonstrated his considerable versatility as an inventor with … a ivekey typewriter similar in principle to the
‘speed-writing’ machines used by stenographers in law courts and committee meetings
where silent operation is vital.” Brennan’s biographer, Norman Tomlinson, says the “Brenagraph” re-emerged almost 60 years later
as the Microwriter, a pocket-sized computer
with a chorded keypad developed by US-born
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ilm director Cyril Raker (“Cy”) Endield.
(See ETCetera no. , p. 5.)
Tomlinson wrote, “So many of Brennan’s ideas have reappeared in practical form,
that it is particularly interesting to mention
his ‘Brenagraph’ … He worked on the basic
ideas simultaneously with breaks in the work
on the helicopter, and eventually produced a
pocket-sized machine 5in x 4in x 1in (10cm
long, cm wide, cm high). It had ive keys
which were pressed, rather than struck like a
conventional typewriter, and was completely
silent. One key also operated in a sideways
movement for spacing and there were similar ingenious arrangements for signalling the
approach of the end of a line and for a line
shit.
“he ive symbols were used in various
combinations, not unlike the Morse code, to
represent all the letters of the alphabet, the
10 numerals, and various punctuation signs.
Just as war-time conscription showed how
easily the average man could learn and operate Morse at speed, so Brennan’s code would
require little practice before it could be similarly used. Indeed, for brief note-taking, it
would have been quite reasonable to dispense
with punctuation, and even spacing.
“A roll of paper was used in conjunction
with an inked ribbon. Brennan’s always busy
mind also conceived the idea of using a power-driven perforated roll which would cause
the keys to pulsate in order to help a blind
person to read without the slow and laborious
process of inger-scanning Braille type. At the
time, always mindful of possible governmental and services needs, Brennan ofered the
idea to the Air Ministry for the use of pilots
for taking notes during darkness. he ofer
was not taken up because the Ministry could
conceive of no use for the Brenagraph.”
And thus ended the history of the Brennan typewriter, the great portable typewriter that never was. For all his wonderful
ideas, today Brennan is very much a forgotten man—his torpedo was indeed superseded, his monorail was never fully utilized, and
his helicopter was never completed. Maybe a Brennan typewriter, if it had ever been
built, might have made a diference. On the
50th anniversary of his death, in 19, Melbourne’s he Age quoted the Victorian State
historian, Dr Bernard Barrett, as saying Brennan was “an early example of Australia’s brain
drain.” “Australians are accustomed to their
technology being imported,” the newspaper
said. “We tend to forget some creative minds
have been at work in this country.” And that
includes a mind that was once put to coming
up with an Australian typewriter. ±

From Our Members

Flavio Mantelli can inally proudly display all the backstroke typewriters ever manufactured: the North’s, the Fitch, the Waverley, and
the Eclipse (Brooks). In front of them, a little prototype backstroke machine: the patent model for an invention by Fred Sholes.
Below, a few photos by Peter Weil from the February collectors’ meeting at Thomas A. Russo’s Museum of Business History
and Technology in Wilmington, Delaware (www.mbht.org) and Peter and Corny Weil’s home in Newark, Delaware.
A full report on the meeting appears in the February issue of The Typewriter Exchange.

Tony Casillo demonstrates
an index typewriter.

Rich Willinger’s Remington 2 equipped with
Hudson’s Word Register (pat. 1892).
Tom Russo and Jett Morton

Closeup of Tony’s index machine.
Its inventor is believed to be
Franz X. Wagner, of
Underwood fame!
US Patent #918.

Jack Knarr tells Don Feldman and Carl Strange
about the typewriter that got away.

Don Feldman’s Shortwriter
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Martin Howard’s license plate

No. 46, Sept.-Dec. 2009
• American TW’s A-Z Part II
• Review: Leonhard Dingwerth,
Historische Schreibmaschinen

New on the Shelf
Machines in red are from Onondaga.
François Babillot: French Bennett,
Stollwerck, Sun 4 labeled “Ellam’s”
Lynda Beckler: Boston Hall
Lars Borrmann: Home Blick, Caligraph 2, Panwriter, lat Rooy
Juan Ramón Gracia: Keaton, Nema
T-D code machine, Rem-Sho 2
bronze, Salter 7, Sholes & Glidden
Travis Hamric: black & gold Corona
Special 3, Moon Hopkins
Štěpán Kučera: Columbia Bar-Lock
10, Merz 3, Meteor, Orel (Adler) 15
Bert Kerschbaumer: Nocoblick, Blick
5, Blick 8, white Mignon 4, Genia,
Heady, Blick 5 (“Richmann”),
Glashütte, Olivetti MP1 blue, Imperial B, Blick Universal, Ford
Flavio Mantelli: Williams 1 curved,
Mercedes Electra, early International single-keyboard
Jett Morton: Mignon 3
John Payton: early Virotyp, early caps
World, Oliv. Lettera 22, Noiseless
Stellios Peios: American index 2
Ettore Poccetti: Caligraph 4, Odell 1
Richard Polt: Japy V portable, Bulgarian Merz 2, Oliver L-12, Optima P1
Herman Price: Ellis, Hardy Stenotyper, Oliver 7 (nickel), L.C. Smith
(nickel), Odell 1b (no lip), Liberty,
Secor 1, Remington 10 prototype,
Odell 1b (with lip)
Marty Rice: Corona Junior, Und.
Universal Quiet Tab, Und. Universal in case that converts to table
Javier Romano: Fox 4, Imperial A
with Icelandic (!) keyboard
Wim Van Rompuy: Dvorak Underwood Noiseless 77
Peter Weil: black Bennett #22283,
improved Salem Hall #6604
Reinmar Wochinz: Brooks, International, Anderson shorthand, Royal
260 w/ radio built into case
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Anna Francés, daughter of Mr.
Francés who invented the Junior, visited our museum recently. We gave her
a copy of the December ETCetera and
a little dossier with other information.
She was moved when she saw the photo
of her father and read the article. It was
lovely.
Maria Victòria Carberol
Museu de la Tècnica de l’Empordà
Figueres, Spain

A

Letters

No. 81, December 2009
• Peoples & Champion
• Olivetti Graphika (proportional)
• Paul Käppler & the Erika
• The mysterious Demograph
• Stefan & Mägi Beck collection
January 2010
• Qwertzuiopü TW museum
• Breker auction & meeting
• Review of book on Ernst Martin
February 2010
• Restoring a Nora
• Titania serial numbers
• IFHB elections
• Mtgs. in Pfäikon & Eichenau

Bennett ad & Stollwerck with desk set
Courtesy of François Babillot

Marketplace

Wanted: antique check punches,
perforators, checkwriters, etc.
Silvano Donadoni,
donadoni.silvano@alice.it.
Wanted: vertical bar & stylus for
Mignon 3. Jett Morton, jmorton528@gmail.com.
For sale: Franklin 7, rusty, not
working. Nancy Koerner,
nbkoerner@yahoo.com.
For sale: Olivetti Lettera 22 &
Smith Premier no. 2. Jim Belden,
jbelden@pacbell.net.

February 2010
• Collectors’ meeting in Delaware
• The race car of typewriters
• Marilyn Monroe’s typewriter
• Portable showcase

No. 35, May 2009
• Navarre practice keyboard
• TW production igures in 1919
• Revue de Bureau articles, 1920
No. 36, December 2009
• French mtgs. & exhibits Fall ’09
• Breker auction results

This back issue of

is brought to you by

The Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association

The mission of the Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association is to support
communication and interaction within the community of typewriter lovers
and collectors, and to encourage its growth. Our magazine, ETCetera, serves
that mission by gathering and sharing knowledge about typewriter history
with the community and beyond.
Learn more at

etconline.org

